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Abstract� We consider spatial databases de�ned in terms of polynomial
inequalities� and investigate the use of Datalog as a query language for
such databases� Recursive programs are not guaranteed to terminate in
this setting� Through a series of examples we show that useful restric�
tions on the databases under consideration or on the syntax of allowed
programs� guaranteeing termination� are unlikely to exist� Hence� ter�
mination of particular recursive spatial queries must be established by
ad�hoc arguments� if it can be established at all� As an illustration of
the di�culties that can be encountered in this respect we discuss the
topological connectivity query�

� Introduction

The framework of constraint databases� introduced by Kanellakis� Kuper and
Revesz ���� provides an elegant and powerful model of spatial databases ����� In
this setting� a spatial database� viewed as a possibly in�nite set of points in real
space� is represented as a Boolean combination of polynomial inequalities� For
example� the unit disk in the real plane except its upper left quadrant would be
represented as

f�x� y� j x� 	 y� � � � ��x � 
 � y � 
�g�

By extending the relational calculus with polynomial inequalities one obtains
a simple spatial query language� For example� the query whether the database
S contains a circle as a subset can be expressed as

��x����y����r �� 
���x���y���x� x��
� 	 �y � y��

� � r� � S�x� y���

Although variables now range over the whole of the real numbers� queries ex�
pressed in the calculus can still be eectively computed using methods from
symbolic computation�

The expressiveness of the calculus is limited� however� For example� the com�
bined results of Benedikt et al� ��� and Grumbach and Su ��� imply that one
cannot express in the calculus that the database is topologically connected� The
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topological connectivity query can be viewed as the spatial analogue of the stan�
dard relational query of graph connectivity� which is also not expressible in the
standard relational calculus� In order to be able to express queries such as graph
connectivity� in the standard relational context� one typically uses a more pow�
erful query language such as Datalog ����� an extension of the relational calculus
with recursion�

It is therefore natural to likewise extend the calculus with recursion in the
spatial context� However� we then face the well�known fact that recursion involv�
ing arithmetic over an unbounded domain� such as the polynomial inequalities
over the reals in our setting� is no longer guaranteed to terminate� In other words�
the property of eective computability of queries in the spatial calculus is lost
when extending the calculus with recursion� For example� the following trivial
program does not terminate�

R�
�	�
R�y�	� R�x�� y � x	 ��

One approach to this problem could be to look for useful restrictions on the
spatial databases under consideration� or on the syntax of allowed programs�
guaranteeing termination� In the present paper we demonstrate through a series
of examples that such restrictions are unlikely to exist� For example� we will see
that even under severe restrictions such as the following� programs may still not
terminate�

�� Only bounded spatial data are considered�
�� No arithmetic at all is allowed in programs�
�� Rules can only be of the form

R�x� y�	� S�x� y�� B�

where S is the spatial database predicate and B is the rest of the rule body�
In other words� it is syntactically guaranteed that derived relations in the
program can only contain points from the given bounded data set�

Our observations stand in contrast to results achieved by Revesz and others
��� ��� ���� which show that in other� non�spatial� instances of the constraint
database framework �more speci�cally� databases and queries involving order
constraints only�� useful termination guarantees can be found�

We conclude that the termination of particular spatial recursive queries will
have to be established by ad�hoc arguments� if it can be established at all� As a
case study we investigate the topological connectivity query mentioned earlier�
We give a program in the spatial version of Datalog that expresses the con�
nectivity query in a natural way� It can be easily shown to terminate on linear
spatial databases but the program may loop forever on non�linear spatial data�
bases� even bounded ones� We can� however� give an eective characterization of
the class of semi�algebraic sets for which termination is guaranteed� The proof
of termination relies on Collins�s Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition method
��� ���



This paper is organized as follows� Some de�nitions are given in Sect� ��
A series of examples of non�terminating programs is developed in Sect� �� The
topological connectivity query is discussed in Sect� �� Conclusions are presented
in Sect� ��

� Preliminaries

In the present paper� we consider a spatial database to be a geometrical �gure
in the real plane� A geometrical �gure in the plane is a possibly in�nite set S of
points in R�� where R stands for the real numbers� Equivalently� it is a binary
relation on the in�nite domain R�

One wants almost always to represent a geometrical �gure in some eec�
tive� �nite manner� A rather general way of doing this is by using real polyno�
mial inequalities of the form p�x� y� � 
� where p�x� y� is a polynomial in the
variables x and y with real coe�cients� Such an inequality de�nes the �gure
f�x� y� j p�x� y� � 
g� By using Boolean combinations �union� intersection� and
complement� of polynomial inequalities one can describe a rather general class
of �gures� known as the class of semi�algebraic sets� Note that p�x� y� � 
 can
be expressed as ��p�x� y� � 
� � ���p�x� y� � 
��

Example� As an example� the semi�algebraic set already mentioned in the Intro�
duction is shown in Fig� �� ut

Fig� �� Semi�algebraic set de�ned by x� � y� � � � ��x � 	 � y � 	�

We assume familiarity with the language Datalog� We can turn Datalog into
a spatial query language as follows�

� The underlying domain is the set of real numbers�



� The only EDB predicate is S� which is interpreted as the set of points in the
spatial database� or equivalently� as a binary relation�

� Relations can be in�nite�
� Polynomial inequalities are allowed in rule bodies�

Under the bottom�up semantics� the following fundamental closure property is
satis�ed by any Datalog program P ����

if the input relation S is semi�algebraic� then every derived relation R
obtained by a �nite number of iterations of P is also semi�algebraic�
moreover� a �nite representation of R can be e�ectively computed�

Example� As a simple example� the following program derives in R the set of all
points that either lie in the database or to the left of a point in the database�

R�x� y�	� S�x� y�
R�x� y�	� R�x�� y�� x � x��

This program always terminates after two iterations and hence� by the above�
when applied to a semi�algebraic set S� will produce a set R that is also semi�
algebraic� For example� if S is the set of Fig� �� then R will be the set

f�x� y� j S�x� y� 
 ��x���S�x�� y� � x � x��g�

which can be de�ned by

�� � y � 
 � �x� 	 y� � � 
 x � 
� 
 
 � y � � � x � 
�

ut

The above example also illustrates that the eective computation of a semi�
algebraic representation of the result involves the elimination of quanti�ers� a
classical theorem by Tarski ���� says that every logical description of a real �gure
with quanti�ers can also be described without quanti�ers� Good algorithms for
quanti�er elimination over the reals are known since the work of Collins ��� ���
for an overview of the recent advances see Renegar�s series of papers �����

� Non�terminating programs

In the Introduction we already mentioned the trivial program

R�
�	�
R�y�	� R�x�� y � x	 ��

This program does not terminate� regardless of the input database �which is not
used at all in the program�� because the resulting set R grows unboundedly� Let
us therefore see what happens if a �xed bound is put on the result� by requiring
that the result must stay within some �xed bounded region�

The following example shows that under this requirement programs may still
loop forever�



R���	�
R�x�	� R�x��� x � x����

Relation R remains in the interval �
� �� but the program does not terminate�
the interval is repeatedly cut in half and this goes on inde�nitely�

In search of termination guarantees� we therefore put the drastic restriction
on programs that no arithmetic �polynomial inequalities� is allowed in rule bod�
ies� In other words� we concentrate on pure Datalog programs� Clearly� under
this restriction� programs that do not rely on the database� such as the two
programs given above� can no longer loop forever�

The classical example in pure Datalog is the transitive closure program TC�

R�x� y�	� S�x� y�
R�x� y�	� R�x� z�� S�z� y��

On �nite inputs S� TC always terminates� On in�nite inputs� however� this is of
course no longer true� For example� TC will loop forever on the semi�algebraic
set S de�ned by y � x	�� in the n�th iteration all points of the form �x� x	n�
are added�

It is a basic fact of standard relational database theory that on �nite rela�
tions� pure Datalog programs always terminate ����� One might hope that this
property carries over to in�nite but bounded� semi�algebraic sets� For example�
by bounding the above�mentioned set y � x	 � as

y � x	 � � 
 � x � �
�

TC will terminate after ten iterations� This hope is unjusti�ed� however� On the
bounded input

S � f�x� y� j y � �x � 
 � x � ���g�

TC will loop forever� every iteration adds a line segment of increasing slope� as
illustrated �for the �rst three iterations� in Fig� ��

The previous example also shows that� even if we require not only the input
set but also the output set to be bounded� programs still can loop forever� Indeed�
the lines of increasing slope all remain in the unit square�

As a last resort in our search for termination guarantees� we therefore inves�
tigate the stronger requirement that the output set is always contained in the
input set� In other words� we concentrate on selection queries� The output of a
selection query on a bounded input is clearly also bounded�

Whether or not a program expresses a selection query is a semantic property�
but we can put a strong syntactic range restriction on the rules so that only
selection queries can be expressed� every rule has to be of the form

R�x� y�	� S�x� y�� B�

where S is as always the EDB predicate denoting the database and B is the
rest of the rule body� A program in which every rule is of this form is called a
selection program� The transitive�closure program is not a selection program�

The following program� a range�restricted variation of TC� is an example of
a selection program�



Fig� �� First three iterations of the transitive closure of
S � f�x� y j y � �x � 	 � x � ���g�

R�x� y�	� S�x� y�� S�x� x�� S�y� y�
R�x� y�	� S�x� y�� R�z� x��

On unbounded semi�algebraic inputs� selection programs can loop forever� as
witnessed by the set

S � f�x� y� j y � x	 � � x � 
g � f�
� 
�g�

On this S� the above program will not terminate� in the �rst iteration the point
�
� 
� is added� and in subsequent iterations subsequent points of the form �n� n	
�� are added� However� if we bound S� e�g�� by adding the constraint y � �
� the
program will terminate�

Hence� our last hope is that

selection programs on bounded semi�algebraic inputs always terminate�

The following set destroys also this last hope�

S � f�x� y� j y � x�� � 
 � x � �g � f��� ��g�

On this input� the above program does not terminate� in the �rst iteration the
point ��� �� is added� in the second iteration the endpoint of the line segment in
the database is added� and in subsequent iterations the line segment is repeatedly
cut in half� going on inde�nitely� The �rst four iterations are illustrated in Fig� ��

Remark� We point out that all spatial databases considered in the above discus�
sion are linear� in the sense that they can be de�ned using linear polynomials
only�



Fig� �� First four iterations of a non�terminating selection program on a bounded
semi�algebraic input�

� Connectivity

A set S of points in the plane is called connected �in the sense of Topology� if
it cannot be partitioned by two disjoint open sets� If S is semi�algebraic� S is
connected if and only if any pair of points in S can be linked by a semi�algebraic
curve lying entirely in S ����

In this section we will present a program for testing connectivity� The pro�
gram is written in Datalog with polynomial inequalities and strati�ed negation��

The program works correctly �in particular� terminates� on any linear semi�
algebraic set� It may� however� not work correctly �in particular� loop forever�
on other spatial databases� even on bounded ones� The main theorem of this
section gives an eective characterization of the class of semi�algebraic sets on
which the proposed program is guaranteed to terminate and produce a correct
result�

The program is shown in Fig� �� The �rst pairs of points in S that are derived
by the program in relation Path are those that are connected by a straight line
segment lying entirely in S� Then the transitive closure of Path is computed�
After n iterations of the transitive closure� Path contains all pairs of points in S
that can be connected by a piecewise linear curve consisting of n line segments
lying entirely in S�

To prove correctness of this program on a class C of spatial databases we
must establish two facts for every spatial database S in C�

� Soundness � Two points in S are in the same connected component of S if
and only if they can be connected by a piecewise linear curve lying entirely
in S�

� Termination� The number of line segments needed to connect any such pair
of points in S is bounded�

� We will refer to this language simply as �Datalog��



Obstructed �x� y� x�� y��� �S��x� �y� �x � ax� a�x�� �y � ay � a�y��
	 � a � �� 	 � a� � �� a� a� � �

Path�x� y� x�� y��� S�x� y� S�x�� y�� �Obstructed �x� y� x�� y�
Path�x� y� x�� y��� Path�x� y� x��� y��� Path�x��� y��� x�� y�

Disconnected �� S�x� y� S�x�� y�� �Path�x� y� x�� y�
Connected �� �Disconnected �

Fig� �� A Datalog program for topological connectivity�

Termination guarantees that the transitive closure will terminate� Soundness
then establishes the correctness of the test for connectivity performed by the
program after the transitive closure is completed�

Example� Linear semi�algebraic sets always satisfy soundness and termination�
This will be a corollary of our main theorem�

The set de�ned by �y�x���x��y	���� � 
� shown in Fig� �� does not satisfy
termination� There is no upper bound on the number of line segment needed to
connect the point at the origin to other points in the set� the higher the other
point� the more line segments are needed�

Even on bounded semi�algebraic sets correctness cannot be guaranteed� Here
we take as example the set de�ned by y� � x� � 
 � x � 
 � y � �� depicted
in Fig� �� Indeed� since the tangent to the curve in the bottom point coincides
with the vertical line� any straight line segment from the interior of the database
�indicated as the shaded area� to the bottom point will leave the interior of the
database� This implies that both soundness and termination fail in this case� ut

Fig� �� A database on which termination is not satis�ed� The database consists of the
points lying strictly between the parabola y � x� and the translated one y � x������



Fig� �� Both soundness and termination fail on this bounded database�

We will actually demonstrate that the above examples of Figs� � and � illus�
trate essentially the only two cases on which the program of Fig� � will not work
correctly� Our development will proceed in two steps�

�� First� we show how we can derive from a given semi�algebraic set S another
semi�algebraic set S� in Datalog� The set S� is special in that it will only
contain �two�dimensional� points �de�ned precisely below�� Furthermore� S�

is connected if and only if S is�

�� By the �rst step� we can then in a second step restrict our attention to
sets containing only two�dimensional points� and give a necessary and su��
cient condition on these sets for correctness and termination of the Datalog
program of Fig� ��

The notion of ��dimensional point depends on the notion of �observation�
of a point with respect to some semi�algebraic set� This is formalized in the
following de�nition� For a point p and an � � 
� let C�p� �� denote the circle
with radius � and center p and D�p� �� the closed disk with radius � and center
p�

De�nition� Let S be a semi�algebraic set and let p be a point�

� An � � 
 is called an S�observation radius of p if for each �� such that

 � �� � �� S � C�p� �� is isotopic to S � C�p� ����

� An S�observation circle of p is a circle around p whose radius is an S�
observation radius of p�

� The minimum of � and the supremum of all S�observation radii of p is
denoted by �p�S �

Known properties of semi�algebraic sets ��� guarantee that these notions are
well�de�ned�

Using the notion of observation we can introduce three classes of points with
respect to S as follows�



De�nition� A point is

� 
�dimensional if its S�observation circles do not intersect S�
� ��dimensional if each S�observation circle intersects S in two points�
� ��dimensional if each S�observation circle intersects S in in�nitely many
points�

The points in S that are 
�dimensional with respect to S are the isolated points
of S� The ��dimensional points in S are those lying locally on a curve of S�
The ��dimensional points with respect to S are those for which the intersection
of even the smallest of their neighborhoods with S has a non�empty interior�
Remark that there are points in the plane which do not belong to any of these
classes�

For each semi�algebraic set in R� we now de�ne its �blown�up� version� An
illustration is given in Fig� ��

Fig� �� A semi�algebraic set and an approximated picture of its blown�up version�

De�nition� Let S be a semi�algebraic set� The blown�up version of S equals

BU�S� � S �
�

p�S��

D�p� �p�S����

where S�� is the set of 
� and ��dimensional points of S�

The proof of the following proposition is straightforward�

Proposition� �i� BU�S� can be computed by a recursion�free Datalog program�
and hence is semi�algebraic�



�ii� All points in BU�S� are 	�dimensional with respect to BU�S��
�iii� BU�S� is connected if and only if S is�

A �nal technical concept we need is that a semi�algebraic set S is �conical�
locally around each of its points� More speci�cally� if p  S� then D�p� �p�S� � S
is homeomorphic to a planar cone with top p and base C�p� �p�S� � S� We will
call the ��dimensional regions of D�p� �p�S��S the sectors of S around p� Fig� �
gives an example of a point with three sectors�

Analogously� there exists a ���S � 
 such that f�x� y� j x� 	 y� � ���Sg � S
is homeomorphic to the unbounded planar cone with top at in�nity de�ned as

f��x� �y� j �x� y�  S � x� 	 y� � ���S � � � �g�

Here� we call the ��dimensional regions of f�x� y� j x� 	 y� � ���Sg � S the
unbounded sectors of S�

Fig� �� The sectors of a semi�algebraic set around a point and the corresponding cone�

After the following important de�nition we will be ready to state and prove
the announced characterization�

De�nition� Let S be a semi�algebraic set� A semi�algebraic set S is called
border�visible if

�� for each point p on the border of S and each sector of S around p there exists
a interior point q of S in that sector such that the half open line segment
�p� q� is contained in the interior of S� and

�� for each unbounded sector of S there exists an unbounded half line com�
pletely contained in that region�

Example� The set of Fig� � is not border�visible because it does not satisfy the
�rst condition of the de�nition� the set of Fig� � is not border�visible because it
does not satisfy the second condition� ut

Theorem� Let S be a semi�algebraic set that contains only 	�dimensional points�
The Datalog program of Fig� 
 tests correctly for topological connectivity of S in
�nite time� if and only if S is border�visible�



Proof� First� assume S is border�visible� According to the discussion in the be�
ginning of this Section� we need to establish soundness and termination�

A� Soundness� It su�ces to show soundness in the interior only� i�e�� to show
that two points in S�� the topological interior of S� are in the same connected
component of S� if and only if they can be connected by a piecewise linear curve
lying entirely in S�� Indeed� because S is two�dimensional� the points in S on
the border of S are also on the border of S�� and thus soundness for points on
the border follows from soundness in the interior by border�visibility�

The if�implication is trivial� So we focus on the only�if implication� Two in�
terior points that belong to the same connected component can be connected
by a semi�algebraic curve lying entirely in the S�� It is well known that a uni�
formly continuous curve �such as a semi�algebraic one� can be arbitrarily closely
approximated by a piecewise linear curve ����

B� Termination� To establish termination we use a re�ned version of Collins�s
Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition �CAD� ��� ��� Collins�s CAD� when applied
to a semi�algebraic set S� shows the existence of a decomposition of S in a
�nite number of cells� where each cell is either a point� a ��dimensional curve
or a ��dimensional region� We can re�ne this decomposition in the extrema and
points of in�ection of the upper and lower borders of the cells� as illustrated for a
bounded region in Fig� �� This yields a cell decomposition in which each cell has
an upper and lower border which is constant� monotonic concave or monotonic
convex� We can further adapt the decomposition� by merging� wherever possible�
any two adjacent cells where one lies above the other�

Fig� 	� An example of a region in Collins�s CAD and its re�ned version�

Since the decomposition is �nite� it su�ces to show for each cell C that there
exists an upper bound ��C� on the number of line segments needed in a piece�
wise linear path between any two points in C� This is trivial for those cells that
are vertical line segments or single points�

The most di�cult case is that where C is a bounded region� This situation is
illustrated in Fig� �
� Because of the merging of adjacent cells mentioned above�
the left bottom point p of the region is on the border of S� Let T be the sector
around p that intersects C� Because S is border�visible there exists a point r



in T � such that the line segment �p� r� is contained in T �� This point r is not
necessarily in C�� Therefore� we also choose a point s in C� � T ��

We can perform a symmetric construction for the right upper point p�� leading
to sector T � and points r� and s�� By the reasoning already employed in the
soundness part of this proof� there is a piecewise linear curve going from r to
s lying entirely in T �� another going from r� to s� lying entirely in �T ���� and
another going from s to s� lying entirely in C�� Hence� there is a piecewise linear
curve � going from p to p� lying entirely in C� � T � � �T ����

Let 	�C� be the number of segments of �� We can now take ��C� � 	�C�	��
Indeed� let q and q� be points in C� Because � transverses C completely� there
are points on � with the same x�coordinate as q and q�� We can connect q and
q� with these points using a single vertical line segment lying in C �indicated in
Fig� �
 by dashed lines�� So� q and q� can be connected by a piece�wise linear
curve consisting of at most 	�C� 	 � line segments�

p

q

p
�

s
� r

�

q
�

r s

Fig� �
� The � of a bounded region�

The case where C is an unbounded region is analogous� By border�visibility�
we know that there exist unbounded lines starting in a point from the interior
of C and going into the direction where C is of unbounded� One can think of
the points p� r and s �or p�� r� and s�� as all coinciding at in�nity�

Finally� we prove the only�if implication of the theorem� Thereto� assume S
is not border�visible� So� at least one of the following two possibilities arises�

�� there exists a border�point p of S and a sector T around p such that there
is no point in the interior of T for which the line segment �p� q� is contained
in the interior of S�

�� there is an unbounded sector of S in which no half line is contained�



Using the CAD of above� we see that these two possibilities are represented by
the examples we have seen in Figs� � and �� We already argued informally that
in both cases� termination fails� It is a standard mathematical exercise to make
these arguments formal� ut

Corollary� The Datalog program of Fig� 
 tests correctly for topological connec�
tivity of S in �nite time on every linear semi�algebraic set�

Proof� Linear sets are clearly border�visible� The ��dimensionality assumption in
the theorem is only used in the soundness argument to deal with border points�
in a linear set this is not necessary since its border is itself piecewise linear� In
other words� blowing up is unnecessary in the linear case� ut

We show that the class of semi�algebraic sets for which the Datalog program
of Fig� � correctly tests connectivity is a decidable class�

Theorem� It is decidable whether a given semi�algebraic set that consists of
	�dimensional points is border�visible�

Proof� We brie�y sketch a decision algorithm� Let S be a semi�algebraic set
that consists of ��dimensional points� The border�points of S can be classi�ed
according to the type of cone �i�e�� the con�guration of sectors around them�
they have� The set of border�points of S that have exactly one sector in their
cone can be expressed in the relational calculus with polynomial inequalities by
a formula that selects those border�points of S for which even the smallest circle
around it has one single �closed� open� or half�open�half�closed� arc segment
in common with S� Although there is an uncountably in�nite number of these
points� the condition of border�visibility for these points can be translated into
the relational calculus with polynomial inequalities� and we have noted in the
Introduction that this calculus is eective�

It can be easily shown that the number of border�points of S with more than
one sector in their cone is �nite� To check the condition of border�visibility for
these points� we loop through all possible cone types with more than one sector
and for each cone type we select the border�points of S that have a cone of that
type� There are symbolic algorithms for the �rst�order theory of the reals �e�g��
Collins�s algorithm ��� ��� that can eectively enumerate these points�

Since we know� in this loop� the cone type for each such point p it is possible
to express �p�S in the relational calculus with polynomial inequalities and thus
to compute it� Without knowing the particular cone type the latter is not pos�
sible� We can also compute the sectors around p by computing the connected
components of �D�p� �p�S��S� n fpg� The computation of the connected compo�
nents of a semi�algebraic set is explained in ����� For each sector the condition of
border�visibility can again be translated into the relational calculus with poly�
nomial inequalities� We exit the loop when all border�points of S are processed�
Since the border�points of S with more than one sector in their cone are ��
nite in number� we exit the loop after a �nite number of cone types have been
considered�



Finally� for the unbounded sectors� we again have to loop through all possible
cone types to determine the con�guration of the unbounded sectors of S� Once we
know this con�guration� we can compute ���S � We can compute the unbounded
sectors by computing the connected components of S � f��x� �y� j x� 	 y� �
���S � � � �g� The condition of border�visibility for the unbounded sectors can
again be translated into the relational calculus with polynomial inequalities� ut

� Conclusion

It is not obvious how one can test for topological connectivity in the case of
general semi�algebraic spatial databases by a program that always terminates�
One may wonder whether topological connectivity is expressible at all in spatial
Datalog� The query is certainly known to be algorithmically decidable in the
general semi�algebraic case ����� In this respect it should be noted that extend�
ing the relational calculus with polynomial constraints and while�loops yields a
computationally complete query language for semi�algebraic spatial databases
���� and therefore connectivity is expressible in that language� It seems possi�
ble to simulate while�loops using an in�ationary version of spatial Datalog� The
problem remains however whether there exists a natural spatial query language
in which connectivity is eectively expressible in a natural manner�
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